WRAP EXPOSED BOLTS AND FLANGES W/ WAX TAPE PER AWWA C217, 50 MIL WAX TAPE PER AWWA C209

8" BLIND FLANGE W/3" TAP, INSTALL INSULATING FLG KIT

BRASS HOSE ADAPTER POTTER ROEMER 2830 OR APPROVED EQUAL

2.5" BRASS FIRE HOSE NOZZLE W/CAP & CHAIN

METER BOX 24" X 36" (BROOKS #67)

PEA GRAVEL

2 INCH FIP BRONZE BALL VALVE PER CSJC W-11

VALVE BOX PER CITY
STD PLAN W-13
6" MIN/12" MAX

8"X4" FLGD CML&C TEE

PUSH ON

8" BLIND FLANGE

8" FLGD CML&C SPOOL (LENGTH AS REQ)

4" RWGV, FLG PUSH-ON AND RISER PER CSJC W-13

4" CML&C SPOOL LENGTH AS REQUIRED

4" PVC, CL 305 OR CML&C STEEL CLASS 300

THRUST BLOCK PER CSJC W-14

4" CML&C FLG 90' ELBOW

1. Use traffic rated box and lid unless type "F" curb protects meter from traffic.

4" BLOW-OFF
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